KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA, IIT CHENNAI- 36
STD V

ENGLISH QUESTION BANK

FOR SA2

Answer the following questions:
1. Where did Malu live and what did she learn from her
parents?
2. How did the king want to select their future king?
3.Where did Malu want to travel?
4.Who was made the future queen and why?
5. Why did the train stop the first time? Which tribe of
Red Indians attacked the travellers?
6.Why did the barber take so long to shave the sultan?
7.Why did all the children hate Hari?
8.Why did the captain send the men to the land?
9.Why are the two children nobody’s friend?
10.Why did the men rush back to the ship?
11.What is a discussion?
Grammar
Do as directed:Choose the correct word:
I _________________ a story book yesterday. (buy/bought)
Sanatomba _____________________ a horse. (Ride/Rode)
The barber _________ the Sultan have shaved.( leaved/
left)
They all sat on the ground to ________ a good look at me.(
took/ take.
Hari _________ down in pain.( fall/ fell)
2. Rewrite using suitable words in place of names
underlined:

a.) John lives with John’s parents in New York. John’s
parents love John.
b.) Sameer is a mason, sameer is a hard worker. Sameer
works twelve

hours a day.

3. Fill in the blanks with collective nouns:
A _____________ of birds came to the pond.
The _________________ sang beautifully.
A __________ of bees rounded the flowers.
I found a ___________ of unwashed clothes.
I found an ____________ of my childhood photographs.
4. Fill in the blanks by changing the words in the
brackets suitably:
The girl slept ________________ (sound)
Ram dresses __________________ (neat)
The wound pains ______________( terrible)
My sister danced ____________( graceful)
The movie ended __________( abrubt)
5. Complete the following using similes:
He can run as fast as a ______________________.
This cloth is as light as a ____________________.
Her face was as bright as a____________________
Goerge is a s cunning as a _______________.
My feet were as cold as _________________
6. Write the full forms:
Shan’t

b.Couldn’t

c.Isn’t

d. Don’t

e.weren’t

7. Fill in with the opposites of words underlined:
1.My brother was sad , but after talking to me
he________________

2.This work is important, but that is
__________________________.
3.In winter the sun appears and after sometime it
________________.
4.The cloth was dirty but after washing______________.
5.The problem looked complicated but it was ___________.
8. Fill in with the prepositions. (between, after, through,
from):
1.The train went ___________ the tunnel.
2.The girl stood __________ me and my friend.
3.I plucked the flowers __________ the garden.
4.Let him come _____________ you.
9. Use appropriate articles (a, an, the):
1. Bring me ________ cup of coffee please.
2.______ Sun rises in the east.
3. _______ apple a day keeps _______ doctor away.
4.I shall have ____________ ice cream today.
5.Where is ________________ leader of your class?
10. Rearrange the jumbled words to make meaningful
sentences:
1.Ramesh / naughty/ is/ boy/a.
2.library/ Please/ silence/ the/ in/ maintain
3.always / We/ temple/ go/ fridays/ to/ on
4.Untidy/ room/her/always/ is.
5.traffic/ obey/ must/ we/rules
CREATIVE WRITING
1. Suppose you went deep-sea diving. What would you find?
Think of all the words that come to your mind then build a
paragraph.

2. In a short paragraph write how you can be a good friend.
3. Write a character sketch of MaluBhalu using the words
given.
(Brave, swimming, respect, love hardworking,
affectionate, adventurous, fearless, strong)
4. You woke up one morning and found yourself in the land
of dwarfs! Write a paragraph describing your experiences
there and how you got back home finally.
5. You are the cultural secretary of the school. Write a
notice for a group dance competition to be held in your
school on 31.03.16.
SPELLING
1. Triumphantly
3. Conductor
5. Exhausted
7. Champion
9. Inhabitants
11. Hoarse
13. Grumpy
15.Clasped

2. Discussion
4. Chatterer
6. Astonishment
8. Elevator
10.Miserable
12.Barely
14.Procession

II. Fill in the missing letter
1. Hunters weapon-S___________________R
2. Wild animal’s lying space-L___________R
3. Greatly surprised – A _________________________T
4. Deep narrow opening usually with a stream-C_______S.
5. A sweet dish served after a main meal – D__________T.
6. Injury by blow to body-B________________E.
7. Land with no vegetation-B____________N.
8. Look fixedly with eyes wide open – S_______________ E.
9. Tired and fed-up-E_________________D.
10.People travelling in buses , trains etc –P___________S.

